
Muir and Burroughs
Comparing and Contrasting their Contribution 

Muir “Sang of the sublime beauty of Nature”
Burroughs Natural world a source of simple joy

Muir Mountaineer (solo adventurer into wilderness); The Wanderer
Burroughs Gardener (loved company near to home); The Home-Lover/Saunterer

Muir The West
Burroughs The East

Muir Disliked writing (storyteller with spoken word).  Harvested wide to gather for only a 
few loaves (books--8 in his lifetime)

Burroughs Loved writing (storyteller with written word).  Harvested from nearby fields to gather for 
many loaves (books--30 in his lifetime)

Muir  “A born tease” who “was not disposed to treat questions seriously”
Burroughs “Intensely interested [in the immediate environment] and full of cogitations and 

questions”

Muir Liked to “preach” (a poet’s eye).  “A poet who wrote no verse” (Samuel Merrill)
Burroughs Liked to philosophize (a painter’s eye).  “Burroughs is naively human, Muir intensely 

aloof” (Charles Keeler*)

Muir Special interest in Geology and Botany
Burroughs Special interest in Ornithology

Muir “A fine disregard for food. . .and independent of sleep”
Burroughs “Especially dependent on sleep and food”



Muir Preservation is Primary
Burroughs Conservation is Primary

Muir “Father of National Parks”
Burroughs “Father of Recreational Nature Study”

Muir Camped with President Roosevelt in Yosemite (1903)
Burroughs Camped with President Roosevelt in Yellowstone (1903)

Muir Supportive, affectionate wife (Louie; married 1880; two daughters)
”My dear Louie” (affectionate letters over 25 years)

Burroughs Unsupportive, tolerant wife (Ursula; married 1857; adopted one son)
Criticized his “scribbling”; “Mrs. B advises me to give up writing and do something else for 
a living” (Journals, October 22, 1885)

Muir Died in California (Winter, 1914)
Burroughs Died returning from California (Spring, 1921)

Muir Bushier beard
Burroughs Longer beard

Note:  These contrasts are very simplified.  Exceptions are numerous.  For example, Muir often enjoyed the 
company of a few others to share experiences and stories.  Burroughs was not always a homebody, hiking 
in the Catskills and traveling to Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, England and Cuba.  Muir was not only 
interested in the West, traveling to Alaska, Scotland, Africa and the Amazon.  Both wives were 
longsuffering!  When Ursula died (1917), Burroughs wrote, “I am too much crushed to write about it now.” 

Observations here are primarily drawn from the following sources:

Clara Barrus.  Our Friend John Burroughs (1914)
Edward Kanze.  The World of John Burroughs (1996)


